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2. Limitations of the State of the Art
Traditional approaches of tackling HPC errors have relied on
collecting measurements across several application runs, and
then performing offline computations to (i) impute missing or
erroroneous measurements with new values (e.g., [21, 23]); or
(ii) drop outlier values to reduce overall error (e.g., [16]). The
first group of methods artificially imputes data in the collected
samples by interpolating between two sampled events using
linear or piece wise linear interpolation, e.g., the default in
Linux [21]. The advantage of such interpolation methods is
that they can be run in real time: however, they might not
provide good imputations [24]. The second group of methods
correct measurements by dropping outlier values, instead of
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Hardware performance counters (HPCs) are widely used in
profiling applications to characterize and find bottlenecks in
application performance. Even though HPCs can count hundreds of different types of architectural and microarchitectural
events, they are limited because those events are collected (i.e.,
multiplexed) on a fixed number of hardware registers (usually
4–10 per core). As a result, they are error-prone because of
application, sampling, and asynchronous collection behaviors
that are a result of multiplexing. Such behavior in HPC measurements is not a new problem, and has been known for the
better part of a decade [1, 8, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24].
This paper presents BayesPerf, a system for quantifying uncertainty and correcting errors in HPC measurements using a
Bayesian model that captures microarchitectural relationships
between HPCs. BayesPerf corrects HPC measurement errors
at the system (i.e., CPU and OS) level, thereby allowing the
down stream control and decision models that use HPCs to be
simpler and faster and use less training data when used with
machine learning (ML). The proposed model is based on the
insight that even though individual HPC measurements might
be in error, groups of different HPC measurements that are
related to one another can be jointly considered) to reduce
the measurement errors (using the underlying statistical relationships between the HPC measurements. We derive such
relationships by using design and implementation knowledge
of the microarchitectural resources provided by CPU vendors [4, 13]. For example, the number of LLC misses, the
number and size of DMA transactions, and the DRAM bandwidth utilization are related quantities,1 and can be used to
reduce measurement errors in each other.
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Figure 1: Quantifying Uncertainty in HPC Measurements

adding new interpolated values. Such methods are at the other
extreme: they cannot be run in real time, as they need the
entire trace of an application before they provide corrections.
They are untenable in emergent applications that use HPCs
as inputs to complete a feedback loop (using control-based
or ML-based techniques) and make dynamic real-time decisions that affect system resources. Examples include online
performance hotspot identification (e.g., [10]), userspace or
runtime-level scheduling (e.g., [2, 3, 7, 11, 24]), and power and
energy management (e.g., [9, 18, 19, 20]), as well as attack
detectors and system integrity monitors [5]. In such cases,
the HPC measurement errors propagate, get exaggerated, and
can lead to longer training time and poor decision quality.
That is unsurprising because ML systems are known to be
sensitive to small changes in their inputs (e.g., in adversarial
ML) [6, 12, 14]. As we show in the paper, HPC measurement
errors can be large (as much as 58%); hence, they must be
explicitly handled.

3. Key Insights
• Probabilistic Error Detection: The critical insight that
drives this work is that microarchitectural invariants can
be applied to measured HPC data to estimate whether
the data are, in fact, erroroneous. Consider a toy example in which two performance counters, DRAM Bandwidth
(DB) (from a memory controller) and LLC Cache Misses
(LLCM), are counted. Assuming there is no DMA traffic, the HPCs should always be related through the relation DB = LLCM × CacheLineSize/Interval, where Interval
is the time over which the bandwidth is computed (shown
in Fig. 1(a)). When presented with data that do not fit
that model (i.e., do not satisfy the equation), we can be
certain that there are measurement errors. To quantify the
magnitude of the error, we assume that the two HPCs are
random variables (real values with added noise/error), and
we calculate the probability of deviation from the above
equation. The uncertainty of the measured data is illustrated
in Fig. 1(b) as the color bar, which represents the likelihood

of occurrence.
• Defining Invariants: Further, the invariants described above
can have transitive relationships, depending on the microarchitectural component of the system they are profiling. In
the example, a count of L1/L2 misses can provide statistical support for the values measured for LLCM, i.e., we
know that correct values of the counters would satisfy
L1M ≥ L2M ≥ LLCM. Those microarchitecture-dependent
invariants are automatically extracted from vendor-provided
manuals [4, 13] or from machine-parsable JSON files in the
Linux source tree [21]. BayesPerf expresses the composition of all such invariants as a joint probability distribution
over all HPC measurements of interest and uses the popular probabilistic graphical model formalism to infer the
measurement uncertainty.
• Inferring Correct Value (Error Correction): We finally use
Bayesian inference and maximum likelihood estimation approach to integrate the data and prior knowledge (i.e., statistical relationships) of the system to attenuate the highly
erroneous measurements (that cause high uncertainty) effectively and significantly amplify correct measurements (that
results in low uncertainty) in real-time. That is the reason
we are able to significantly outperform traditional, purely
data-driven statistical approaches for outlier detection.

the algorithm is generic and not limited to CPUs. It can
be extended for any hardware-counter-based measurements
(e.g., from the Berkeley Packet Filter), which are becoming
an integral part of measurements in Linux systems.
• The BayesPerf Accelerator. To enable use of the BayesPerf
ML model in latency-critical, real-time decision-making
tasks, this paper presents the design and implementation of
an accelerator for Monte Carlo-based training and inference
of the BayesPerf model. The accelerator exploits:
1. High-throughput random-number generators.
2. Maximal parallelism to rapidly sample conditionally independent parts of the model.
• A Prototype Implementation. We describe an FPGA-based
prototype implementation of the BayesPerf system (on a
Xilinx Virtex 7 FPGA) on a Linux-based Intel x86 Sky
Lake and IBM Power9 processor. The BayesPerf system is
designed to provide API compatibility with Linux’s perf
subsystem [15], allowing it to be used by any userspace
performance-monitoring tool for both x86 and ppc64 systems. Our experiments demonstrate that BayesPerf reduces
the average error in HPC measurements by as much as
5.39× (i.e., from 42.11% to 7.8%) when events are being
multiplexed. The BayesPerf accelerator provides an 11.8×
reduction in power consumption, while adding less than 2%
read latency overhead over native HPC sampling.
• Increasing Training and Model Efficiency of Decisionmaking Tasks. We demonstrated the generality of the
BayesPerf system by integrating it with a high-level MLbased IO scheduler that controls transfers over a PCIe interconnect. We observed that the training time for the scheduler
was reduced by 34% and the average makespan of scheduled
workloads decreased by 19%.

4. Main Artifacts
• A Bayesian-ML model, training, and inference strategies
for detecting and correcting HPC errors.
• A prototype implementation of a system that integrates the
ML model into the Linux perf_event subsystem. It includes a design for an FPGA-based accelerator to enable
real-time inference of the proposed ML model.
• A benchmark application based on Apache Spark that uses
BayesPerf-corrected HPC measurements in a control loop
to actuate PCIe transfers.
• The artifacts were evaluated on two real systems, including
x86 (Intel BroadwellX) and ppc64 (IBM Power 9) CPUs,
using a Xilinx Ultrascale+ FPGA.

6. Why ASPLOS?
This paper describes multi disciplinary research incorporating
innovations in:
• ML (i.e., the BayesPerf model and inference strategy);
• Operating Systems (i.e., the transparent integration of the
BayesPerf model into Linux, allowing it to be used by any
process capable of using profiling data); and
• Architecture (i.e., the design and implementation of the
BayesPerf accelerator to enable real-time inference).
ASPLOS is hence an ideal venue for showcasing this research.

5. Key Results and Contributions
• The BayesPerf ML Model. We present a probabilistic ML
model that incorporates microarchitectural domain knowledge to combine measurements from several noisy HPCs to
infer their true values, as well as quantify the uncertainty in
the inferred values due to measurement noise. The model
enables:
1. Decision-making with explicit quantification of HPC
measurement uncertainty.
2. Reduced need for aggressive (high-frequency) HPC
sampling (which negatively impacts application performance) to capture high-fidelity measurements, thereby
increasing the system’s observability.
Although we demonstrate the model for a CPU-based HPC,

7. Citation for Most Influential Paper Award
The BayesPerf system represents innovative work for detecting and correcting errors in hardware performance counters.
The system is workhorse for a wide range of measurementdriven feedback techniques (like those that use control theory
or ML to control system resources) for which low-variance,
low-noise measurement data are critical for making accurate
predictions, thereby making those models robust, efficient,
and easier (faster) to train.
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